High-impact learning, at scale and in one place

This is our formula for scaling effective training and development.

**Experts** because people learn from experiences, peers, and people who’ve done it before. Not just content.

**Facilitation** because successful L&D requires support, encouragement, and accountability to a person.

**Content** because bite-size, relevant information is an essential building block of continuous self-serve programs.

**Design for high-impact learning**
Easily design and launch learning paths that include assessments, goal-setting, peer groups, exercises, and expert-led instruction. And feature content from you, us, and third-parties (e.g., LinkedIn Learning, Udemy, Harvard).

“Everwise brings a fresh, technology-driven approach that helps our team stay at the top of their game and achieve higher levels of performance.”

- Aimee Aronica, Global Head of Employee Engagement, Paypal
Leverage experts to bridge skill gaps

Everwise has the world’s largest and most engaged network of experts and mentors for professionals experts. Whether you use our experts or yours, you can easily tap them for a short-term engagement or longer-term 1:1 mentoring.

Give your facilitators superpowers

You can now equip your facilitators drive discussion and engagement, ensuring no one slips through the cracks. This is crucial to scaling programs while maintaining high impact.

It’s easy to run and scale better programs with the right tool. Let us show you.

gteieverwise.com/requestdemo
Gain insights across all learning

Intuitive reporting shows how your programs, groups, and learners are doing. Better information lets you use the facilitator and path tools to make your programs even more impactful. And with HRIS integration, we can send program and learner data to your other systems.

Get started quickly with templates

We can get you started quickly in the following areas, or help you design a custom path.
- Equipping new managers for excellence
- Elevating women
- Onboarding new hires for success
- Building future leaders...and more

Everwise allows companies to create learning experiences that matter. The end result is a more capable, engaged workforce that produces significantly better business outcomes.

– Steve Kerr, Former CLO of GE and Goldman Sachs
Features

**Design and scale high-impact learning and facilitation**

**Learning paths**
Build around your existing training resources with our drag and drop tool that features pre-built paths.

**Facilitation tool**
Equip program facilitators with tools to see and improve learner engagement and progress, helping you scale easily.

**Content**
Feature articles, videos and other content from leading providers using our content integrations (e.g., LinkedIn Learning, Udemy, Harvard).

**Meetings**
Schedule and manage learning events and other offline activities centrally within a learning path.

**Feedback**
Provide learners with timely, quick feedback from colleagues and mentors, and get feedback on programs.

**Engaging UI**
Simplify the learner experience with a central user interface that’s intuitive, clear and engaging.

**Leverage experts to bridge skill gaps**

**Mentoring**
Provide high-quality mentor matches and the structure, plan, and ongoing support for partnership success.

**Community of experts**
Leverage internal or external experts as resources in a learning path, including the Everwise global mentor community.

**Peer groups**
Create areas where participants and facilitators easily engage around shared learning objectives.

It’s easy to run and scale better programs with the right tool. Let us show you.

[geteverwise.com/requestdemo](http://geteverwise.com/requestdemo)
Gain reporting insights across all learning

Analytics
View real-time engagement and progress metrics across programs and individuals

Goal setting, assessments and surveys
Set goals with your participants, track their progress, and take their pulse across groups

Run enterprise grade

Cloud based
Deliver learning that's accessible from anywhere, scalable, and always updated

Security
Stay secure with role-based access, data encryption at rest and in-transit, and third-party security assessments

Single sign-on
Reduce the barrier to employees logging in by using existing credentials

Always-on
Continue running, even when systems are experiencing issues, thanks to built-in redundancy and profiling

Central user management
Grant and revoke user privileges and manage access to any resources from an admin interface

Seamless integration
Comprehensive read/write APIs integrate with systems such as your HRIS, LMS and enterprise collaboration tools

“HP is a technology company and we look for solutions that offer something substantive in a scalable way, which Everwise has come to represent for us.

– Mike Heron, Former VP Global Talent, Leadership and Engagement, HP
About Everwise

Everwise is the only enterprise software that connects your employees to the people, content, and tools they need to be successful at every stage of their career.

Companies use Everwise to solve real business problems by delivering more continuous, collaborative versions of their existing training offerings. Common challenges include equipping new managers for excellence, elevating women, onboarding new hires for success, and building future leaders.

Our customers include Apple, Salesforce, Visa, Microsoft, Nissan, Evernote, Github, Gap, and Virgin Unite. Everwise is backed by Sequoia Capital, Canvas Ventures, and the Webb Investment Network.

Learn more at www.geteverwise.com
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